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Abstract

The pervasive and mobile computing scenario is charac-
terized by the heterogeneity of devices used to access ser-
vices, and by frequent changes in the user’s context. This
paper presents the integration of two existing frameworks
into a context-aware content provisioning system oriented
to mobile users. External Web contents can be automati-
cally tailored according to a wide range of context data, in-
cluding device capabilities, available bandwidth, location,
user preferences. The tailoring process is human interven-
tion free. In order to demonstrate the feasibility of our solu-
tion, we have developed a prototype location-based service
that takes advantage of this architecture.

1 Introduction

In the Pervasive and Ubiquitous Computing era, the
trend is to provide Web content and multimedia applica-
tions by taking into account four important requirements:
anytime-anywhere access to any data through any device
and by using any access network. As a consequence, it is in-
creasingly significant to provide tailored content efficiently,
in order to address the mismatch between the rich multime-
dia content that is widely available and the limited client
capabilities and available bandwidth. Furthermore, users
feel the need of personalized content that matches their per-
sonal preferences, considering not only device capabilities

∗This work has been partially supported by Italian MIUR (FIRB ”Web-
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and network status, but a wider notion of context, which in-
cludes -among other things- their current location, activity,
and surrounding environment.

One of the current research topics in distributed sys-
tems is how to extend the traditional client/server computa-
tional paradigm in order to allow the provision of intelligent
and advanced services. To this aim, new actors are intro-
duced into the WWW scene, in the form of intermediaries
that act on the HTTP data flow exchanged between client
and server. Several examples of intermediary adaptation
systems exist in literature, such as iMobile by AT&T [7],
whose main goal is to provide personalized mobile ser-
vices; the TACC infrastructure [4], whose main goal is to
support the dynamic deployment of transformation mod-
ules into proxy-based components; RabbIT1 and Privoxy2,
whose main goal is to provide functionalities such as text
and image transcoding, removing of cookies, GIF anima-
tions, advertisement, Java Applets, etc. Many of these sys-
tems provide adaptation functionalities without taking into
account user’s preferences and context information.

In order to support the provisioning of this type of ser-
vices, we have defined and experimented with an architec-
ture that builds on top of two existing frameworks: the Scal-
able Intermediary Software Infrastructure (SISI) [3], and
the Context Aggregation and REasoning (CARE) [1] mid-
dleware. Our proposal is supported by a running imple-
mentation, and by a prototype service aimed at providing
location-based support to mobile users.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

1http://rabbit-proxy.sourceforge.net
2http://www.privoxy.org



Figure 1. The adaptation architecture.

illustrates the architecture and the data flow; Section 3 de-
scribes the dynamic adaptation mechanism; Section 4 de-
scribes the prototype service; Section 5 deals with future
work.

2 Architecture overview

In this section we present the architecture for context-
aware service provisioning.

Figure 1 shows the system architecture and the data flow
upon a user request. In order to provide the system with
the user’s identification and with the information required
to retrieve distributed profiles and policies, the request is in-
tercepted by a LOCAL PROXY that runs on the client device
and adds these data into custom HTTP headers. Then (Step
1), the request is forwarded to the node running the CARE
middleware for context-awareness. Here the PROFILE ME-
DIATOR PROXY retrieves the aggregated context data from
the CONTEXT PROVIDER module. These data -which in-
clude the list of SISI services to be applied, as well as their
parameters- are inserted into the HTTP headers, and the re-
quest is sent to the node running the SISI adaptation system
(Step 2). SISI retrieves the requested resource from the ex-
ternal Web server (Steps 3 and 4), and applies the services
on the basis the user’s context data and preferences. Finally,
the adapted resource is sent back to the user’s client (Steps
5 and 6) trough the CARE node.

In the following of this section we briefly describe the
two main components of the presented architecture: the
CARE middleware for context-awareness and the SISI adap-
tation system.

2.1 The CARE middleware for context-
awareness

CARE, presented in detail in [1], aims at supporting
context-aware mobile services in an environment character-

ized by distributed context sources. CARE has been de-
signed in order to support a wide range of technologies and
application servers. In the described architecture, CARE
is in charge of providing SISI with those context data that
are useful to determine the activation and the parameters of
services as well as users’ preferences.

We call profile a subset of context information collected
and managed by a certain entity. Profiles are represented
by using the CC/PP language [6], and are managed by three
entities, namely: the user with his/her devices; the network
operator with its infrastructure; and the service provider.
Each entity has a dedicated profile manager to handle its
own context data. The middleware includes ontology ser-
vices for managing and reasoning with socio-cultural con-
text data that cannot be modeled in CC/PP. Adaptation and
personalization parameters are determined, at the time of
the service request, by policy rules defined by both the user
and the service provider, and managed by their correspond-
ing profile managers. The CONTEXT PROVIDER module is
in charge of calculating the aggregated context information
that will be used by the application logic for the adapta-
tion services. In particular, it retrieves context data from the
profile managers, and evaluates adaptation policies solving
possible conflicts arising among context data and/or poli-
cies. The ad-hoc rule-based reasoning services of the CON-
TEXT PROVIDER are particularly efficient. Experimental re-
sults [2] have shown that the evaluation of policy rules is
executed in few milliseconds.

2.2 The SISI adaptation system

The main goal of SISI [3, 5] is to facilitate the deploy-
ment of efficient and programmable adaptation services.

This framework, built on top of Apache Web server and
mod perl, provides a modular architecture that allows an
easy definition of new functionalities implemented as build-
ing blocks in Perl. These building blocks, packaged into
Plugins, produce transformations on the information stream
as it flows through them. Moreover, they can be combined
in order to provide complex functionalities. Thus, multiple
Plugins can be composed into SISI edge services, and their
composition is based on preferences specified by end users.

We already implemented many adaptation services,
among which we can mention:

LinkRelationship. The HTML LINK element can be
used to improve the Web site accessibility and, at the same
time, to ensure a better support for search engines (e.g. se-
mantic information). Our service adds a toolbar containing
the LINK attributes on top of each HTML page. The main
goal is to make HTML pages more accessible when ”read”
through screen readers, and also to improve their navigabil-
ity on devices with limited capabilities.

BlockList and AnnoyanceFilter. The main goal of



these services is to get rid of particularly annoying abuse
during the navigation on the Web. In particular, the Block-
List service provides a simple way to block a Web browser
from viewing sites that are not on a list of approved sites.
This service searches for all the links embedded in a Web
page and substitutes the unapproved ones by plain text.

The AnnoyanceFilter service provides functionalities for
removing advertisement, banners, pop-ups in JavaScript
and HTML, JavaScript code, for disabling unsolicited pop-
up windows, etc.

3 Service activation policies

By default, each SISI service is deactivated. The activa-
tion of services, as well as the service parameters, are de-
termined by policy rules declared by both the user and the
service provider. Policies are essentially conditions on con-
text data that set the value of other profile attributes when
satisfied.

Example 1 Consider the case of the FilterImg service for
image transcoding. The evaluation of the following policy
rules determine the activation state and the parameters of
the service:
R1: If DeviceType = CellPhone

Then Set FilterImg:Activate=’on’
R2: If DeviceType = CellPhone And Bearer ! = UMTS

Then Set FilterImg:removeImage=’on’
R3: If ColorCapable = no

Then Set FilterImg:black&white=’on’

Rule R1 is used to activate the service for devices with low
capabilities (cell phones). Rule R2 instructs SISI to re-
move images when the cell phone is not connected through
a UMTS bearer. Rule R3 is used to determine the transfor-
mation in black and white of images for devices that cannot
display colors. It should be noted that the user’s preferences
regarding the activation of services, as well as their param-
eters, are represented through a proper CC/PP vocabulary.

Since policies can be declared by both the user and the
service provider, conflicts can arise between policies set-
ting a value for the same service parameter. When conflict-
ing policies are declared by the same entity, the conflict is
easily solved by allowing the entity to specify an explicit
priority between conflicting rules. On the other hand, when
a conflict is encountered between a policy declared by the
user and a policy declared by the service provider, this type
of conflict is resolved on the basis of resolution directives
declared by the service provider (see [2] for more details).
With regard to the adaptation services, our choice was to
give the highest priority to the user, while letting the service
provider to specify default policies.

Figure 2. User interface to declare policies.

Example 2 Consider the case of the FilterImg service, and
suppose that the rules of Example 1 are the default rules
declared by the service provider. Suppose that a particular
user declares the following policy rule to disable the re-
moval of images when the cell phone is connected through
GPRS:
R4: If DeviceType = CellPhone And Bearer = GPRS

Then Set FilterImg:removeImage=’off’

When a cell phone is connected through GPRS, both rules
R2 and R4 could fire, determining conflicting values (i.e.,
’on’ and ’off’) for the same parameter. In this case, since
our choice was to give higher priority to the user’s policies,
rule R4 is evaluated first, and sets the value ’off’ to the Fil-
terImg:removeImage parameter. Since rule R4 fired, rule
R2 is discarded.

Of course, policies expressed by means of the formal lan-
guage shown in Examples 1 and 2 are not intuitive for the
final users of the system. For this reason, users are pro-
vided with Web interfaces to manage their preferences re-
garding the activation and parameters of SISI services. Fig-
ure 2 shows the interface to express preferences regarding
the FilterImg service.

4 A prototype service

In order to show the integration between CARE and SISI
we have implemented a prototype location-based service,
named GeoAware. This service is addressed to mobile users
equipped with a mobile device and a GPS receiver. The
main goal of this service is to provide a map with informa-
tion about both the current location of the user and the lo-
cations (expressed as physical addresses) appearing on the
Web page she is currently viewing. The main steps per-
formed by the GeoAware service are described below.

At first, CARE retrieves the GPS coordinates of the user
from her profile manager, and communicates them to SISI



Figure 3. The GeoAware service.

as explained in Section 2.
The GeoAware service parses the requested Web page

and, by applying regular expressions, matches all stan-
dard U.S. addresses [8]. When an address is recognized,
GeoAware adds a hyperlink on the Web page, highlighted
by a particular icon (see Figure 3-A).

When the user selects the hyperlink icon, GeoAware in-
vokes the geocoder.us service3 to obtain the coordinates of
the relative address. Geocoder.us is a public service provid-
ing free geocoding of addresses in the United States, and re-
lies on Geo::Coder::US, an open-source Perl module avail-
able from CPAN.

After having obtained this information, GeoAware builds
a query string to be issued to the U.S. Census Bureau TIGER
Map Server4, which provides public-domain, customized
U.S. maps. Figure 3-B shows the map obtained from the ad-
dress in Figure 3-A. The current position of the user is rep-
resented by a blue star with a label YOU ARE HERE, while
the position corresponding to the address is represented by
a red star labeled with the address. Exploiting the other
adaptation services, the map is properly tailored to device
capabilities and available bandwidth.

The interest for geolocalized services is witnessed by the
recent service provided by Google with its AutoLink button
in the Google toolbar. Even if that service addresses the
same needs as ours, it is currently available only to users
with desktop browsers. Moreover, the AutoLink function-
alities are somewhat limited since it does not take advantage
of a context-awareness framework.

5 Future Work

With regard to scalability issues, we plan to distribute
the adaptation process among different nodes in a clustered

3http://geocoder.us/
4http://tiger.census.gov/cgi-bin/mapbrowse-tbl

environment, in order to support a very high number of con-
current requests. Currently, we are considering to replicate
the adaptation servers and to study some policies for obtain-
ing a good load sharing.

Then we will try to speed up the adaptation process, par-
tially counterbalancing the overhead due to distribution by
adding some caching mechanisms. This approach should
reduce the server load, as well as the user perceived latency
during Web navigation.

Finally, we are also defining and implementing some op-
timizations for reducing unnecessary computations on the
context-awareness framework. A simple optimization is to
avoid the re-computation of policies when context data do
not change during the user session. We are also investigat-
ing some more complex approaches based on caching and
triggers.
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